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THE POLITICS OF 

TRANSLATION 

The idea for this title comes from the British sociologist Michele 
Barrett's feeling that the politics of translation takes on a massive life of 
its own if you see language as the process of mearung-construction. 1 

In my view, language may be one of many elements that allow us to 
make sense of things, of ourselves. I am thinking, of course, of gestures, 
pauses, but also of chance, of the sub.individual force-fields of being 
which click into place in different situations, swerve from the straight 
or true line of language-in-thought. Making sense of ourselves is what 
produces identity. If one feels chat the production of 'identity as self
meaning, not just meaning, is as pluralized as a drop of water under a 
:microscope, one is not always satisfied, outside of the eth.icopolitical 
arena as such, with "generating" thoughts on one's own. (Assuming 
identity as origin may be unsatisfactory in the ethicopolitical arena as 
well, but consideration of that now would take us too far afield.) I have 
argued in Chapter Six that one of the ways of resisting capitalist multi
culturalism' s invitation to self-identity and compete is to give the name 
of "woman" to the unimaginable other. The same sort of impulse is 
at work here in a rather more tractable form. For one of the ways to get 
around the confines of one's "identity" as one produces expository 
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prose is to work at someone else's title, as one works with a language 
that belongs to many others. This, after all, is one of the seductions of 
translating. It is a simple miming of the responsibility to the trace of the 
other in the self. 

Responding, therefore, to Barrett with that freeing sense of respon
sibility, I can agree that it is not bodies of meaning that are transferred 
in translation. And from the ground of that agreement I want to con
sider the role played by language for the agent, the person who acts, 
even though intention is not fully present to itself. The task of the 
feminist translator is to consider language as a clue to the workings of 
gendered agency. The writer is written by her language, of course. But 
the writing of the writer writes agency in a way that might be different 
from that of the British woman/ citizen within the history of British 
feminism, focused on the task of freeing herself from Britain's imperial 
past, its often racist present, as well as its "made in Britain" history of 
male domination. 

TRANSLATION AS READING 

How does the translator attend to the specificity of the language she 
translates? There is a way in which the rhetorical nature of every lan
guage disrupts its logical systematicity. If we emphasize the logical at 
the expense of these rhetorical interferences, we remain safe. "Safety" 
is the appropriate term here, because we are talking of risks, of violence 
to the translating medium. 

I felt that I was ta.king those risks when I recently translated some 
eighteenth-century Bengali poetry. I quote a bit from my "Translator's 
Preface": 

I must overcome what I was taught in school: the highest mark for the 

most accurate collection of synonyms, strung together in the most 

proximate syntax. I must resist both the solemnity of chaste Victorian 

poetic prose and the forced simplicity of "plain English," that have 

imposed themselves as the norm ... Translation is the most intimate 

act of reading. I surrender to the text when I translate. These songs, 

sung day after day in family chorus before clear memory began, have a 

peculiar intimacy for me. Reading and surrendering take on new 




























